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Proposed Variation under section 160 of the Fair Work Act 2009 to: 
Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010 - Clause 40.6  

Section 160: Variation of modern award to remove ambiguity or uncertainty or 
correct error 

 

Submitted by Garry Whackett: 26/02/2020 
Matter Number AM2019/20 
 

In reviewing sections 157 to 160 it seems section 160 is the most appropriate section to 
address my concerns. Section 160 best describes the rationale behind the variation to the 
award I seek.  
 
The following document is intended to be read in conjunction with my earlier submission 
dated 12/01/2020.  In this document I tried to focus on presenting my point of view in a 
manner that more directly addresses the desire to remove ambiguity or uncertainty or 
correct error within MA00010 Clause 40.6. 
 
Proposed amendment part 1: 
Delete the first eight words in the current 40.6. 
 

40.6 Standing by  

Subject to any custom prevailing at an enterprise, where an employee is required regularly 
to hold themselves in readiness to work after ordinary hours, the employee must be paid 
standing by time at the employee’s ordinary time rate for the time they are standing by. 
 
An award is the manifestation of the author’s views on the minimum conditions that should 
apply in an employment relationship. The award has the weight of law behind it and it is a 
reliable constant.   
 
Whilst the award is a constant, it can be varied, but only with good reason and the 
appropriate authority. Sitting below the award is the interpretation of the award. The 
interpretation of the award is what one or more people understand the award to mean. 
Whilst it is very closely related to the award, it is still an interpretation of what the reader 
thinks the author meant. An interpretation of the award will reflect the reader’s perspective 
which may differ from the author’s perspective. Interpretations are generally shared and 
not contentious, but, sometimes interpretations are reviewed in light of new circumstances. 
Just because an interpretation changes it does not change the award which is being 
interpreted. The award stands as a constant whilst an interpretation can vary.    
  
I bring a new perspective, a new position from which to view and interpret the standing by 
provision. A position that is consistent with established industrial relations principles. 
 
Awards were not created to provide lawyers with topics for intellectual arguments in courts 
of law; they were created to provide guidance to employers and employees as to the 
minimum legislative provisions in an employment relationship when the award is the 
appropriate instrument that regulates that employment relationship.     
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My view that awards are written to enable the end users to read and understand them is 
reflected in this ruling by Justice Cowdroy in Manildra Flour Mills [2012] FCA 1010 

Principles of Interpretation 

50. Interpreting an industrial award requires an approach focusing on the actual words 
used and their plain, ordinary English meaning: see Bryce v Apperley (1998) 82 IR 
448 at 452. If the words of the award have an unambiguous meaning, then that is the 
meaning that should be ascribed to them and there is no need for the Court to 
consider the expressed or supposed intention of the drafters of the award: 
see Norwest Beef Industries Ltd v Australasian Meat Industries Employees Union of 
Workers (WA Branch) (1984) 12 IR 314 at 331. 

By my reading Justice Gowdroy’s FCA 1010, if the words of the award have a clear 
unambiguous meaning in simple English, that is the meaning of the clause. Don’t try finding 
another meaning to override the simple English meaning.  
 
Simple English Definitions:  
  

• Subject   “conditionally upon” 
 

• Custom “a traditional and widely accepted way of behaving or doing something that 
is specific to a particular society, place, or time.” 
 

• Prevailing “existing at a particular time; current.”  

 
• Enterprise “a business or company.” 

 
 

I support the idea of precedence in the law to give consistency and uniformity of approach. 
Many will suggest that the issue of the interpretation of the application of the Standing By 
provision has been adequately covered in the Logan vs Otis Elevators Appeal Decision.   
 
I dispute that, as the questions I will ask of the court here, have not been considered in the 
Logan Appeal decision. If the questions I ask of this court were not considered in Logan, 
does it have any relevance to my case? 
 
Logan was appointed to a salary position and paid a rate of pay exceeding the minimum 
award rate. Some of this over award payment was to compensate for being on call. He later 
claimed he was disadvantaged financially under this arrangement. Logan’s claim for 
payment for being on call failed because his conditions of employment did not enliven the 
standing by clause in the award, not because his employer was exempt from the award 
provision.  
 
My contention relates to the interpretation of an employer’s entitlement to claim an 
exemption from the provisions of standing by provision in an award on the basis of having a 
custom prevailing and therefore being exempt from the award provisions. In Logan this was 
never going to be a deciding factor in his case and whilst some observations were made 
about how long a custom had to exist to justify an exemption, this interpretation was made 
from the perspective of that case. The interpretation of standing by provisions that has been 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/FCA/2012/1010.html
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embraced from the Logan case results in some unacceptable outcomes that contradict 
established core values of our industrial relations system. 
 
I’m told that “subject to any custom prevailing” has a special meaning assigned under the 
law that is either from or reflected in the interpretation of the Logan Appeal Decision, the 
Full Bench specifically rejected the submission that a “custom” must have existed “from 
time immemorial, or at least from a date before the insertion of the clause in the Award”.  
 
From that it has been taken that “There is no requirement that the “custom prevailing” 
existed as of the first day an enterprise rostered an employee to be on call.”  
 
This is expressed in the Fair Work Ombudsman’s document Page reference No: K600586:  
“This payment doesn’t apply if there’s a ‘custom prevailing’ at the workplace for employees 
to regularly be standing by. 
‘Custom prevailing’ means that standing by is a routine, regular and expected part of the 
work. 
 
It is one of the foundations of our Industrial Relations System that an award must be 
complied with on each and every occasion that it is the appropriate instrument that 
regulates an employment relationship. It is my understanding that EVERY case that has 
ever gone before the Fairwork Commission has confirmed that an award/agreement must 
be complied with on each and every instant in which it is the legal instrument regulating 
that employment relationship.  
 
There is a critical date in the understanding of how the Clause 40.6 in MA00010 or any 
earlier award that has this Standing By provision with an exemption “subject to any custom 
prevailing” is interpreted. That date is the first occasion on which an enterprise engages an 
employee to be on Standby. In my interpretation, only those enterprises that have a 
“custom prevailing” on that first instant when they engaged an employee may claim to be 
exempt from the Standing By payment due under the award. The accepted interpretation, 
states that if this is a normal part of your job, your employer is exempt.  
 
It seems that those that support the accepted interpretation of the exemption in Clause 
40.6, make no distinction between a custom that was established before this award or after 
this award provision became law.  If on the first instance an enterprise could not show a 
custom relating to Standing By, and still claimed to be exempt, then that is a breach of the 
award and any custom and practice are just award breaches. I did not read anywhere in the 
award that states a start-up enterprise has a period of grace to establish a custom prevailing 
exemption. 
 
 
Based on the appeal of Logan vs. Otis Elevators, that interpretation of the judgment 
“all enterprises are told that they may claim to be exempt from the provisions 
of the award’s standing by provision, even on the first instance of engaging an 
employee to be on standby, on the basis of having a “custom prevailing” even 
though no such custom exists at that time.  
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Those that support the view that an enterprise does not have to be able to show the 
existence of a custom prevailing on the first instant that an enterprise engages an employee 
on Standby are also endorsing an enterprise not complying with the award from start up 
until the apparent appearance of a custom prevailing has been established.  
 

I have great difficulty reconciling my earlier observations that an award must 
be complied with on each and every occasion with the interpretation that says 
that it is acceptable for an employer to avoid paying the award rate for being 
on Standby on the basis of having a custom prevailing even though no custom 
needs to be present at that time to justify the exemption.  
 
It seems to me that those that have misinterpreted this clause have treated “custom 
prevailing” as a single term. It has been interpreted that custom is the nature of the work, 
so if it is normal for you to be rostered on standby, this is a normal part of your job and no 
payment is necessary.  
 
The meaning of the word prevailing seems to have been ignored. Custom is about the 
nature of the work, but prevailing introduces an element of timing. The plain ordinary 
English meaning of “Prevailing” is “existing at a particular time; current.” The timing of the 
custom is just as important as the nature of the custom.  
 
Is there ambiguity in clause 40.6? Clearly there are two interpretations of the same award 
provisions and both claim to accurately reflect the awards provision for Standing By. In the 
following I explore the implications of both interpretations. 
 
It is said if you wish to properly identify a tree, you should wait until it bears fruit. What fruit 
do these trees, or the award bear with each of these alternate interpretations? 
 
1. Award Compliance 

a) The accepted interpretation: On the first instant that any new enterprise engaged an 
employee to be on standby under the “subject to any custom prevailing” exemption, 
all employers are advised that they are exempt from the award provision even if 
they do not actually have an established custom prevailing at that time. Surely 
claiming an exemption on the basis of having a custom prevailing even though no 
such custom has been established is a breach of the award.  

b) My Simple English Interpretation: If we choose to use the simple English 
interpretation of Clause 40.6, then adopt the position of interpreting the award from 
the PERSPECTIVE of a payroll officer or an employee or an employer, as these are 
the people this award was written for, does it make more sense?  When an 
enterprise’s payroll officer went to pay their first employee for being on standby, 
they would have had to check the award provisions for Standing By in, say the NSW 
Metal Industry Award to determine their payroll obligation. It would have stated if 
you have a custom now prevailing, your enterprise is exempt from this award 
provision.   
 
The Payroll Officer only has two options: 

• If you had engaged employees on standby prior to this award provision being 
introduced you do have an established custom prevailing so you are exempt  
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OR 

• The enterprise had never rostered anybody on call before, and as such, a custom 
cannot exist. Pay the award rate to comply with the award. When does a practice 
become a custom? I’m sure we both agree that it must be more than your first 
instance of engaging an employee on standing by.  

 
So, when viewed through the eyes of a payroll officer, this interpretation is both 
reasonable and uncontentious and does allow the payroll officer to comply with 
the award. 

 
2. Extent of Award Coverage under Clause 40.6: 

a) The accepted interpretation: This award Clause 40.6 only applies to those regularly 
engaged on Standby. However, any enterprise that regularly engages employees on 
standby is entitled to claim to be exempt from the award provision. That means that 
the employers of every employee engaged regularly to be on standby are exempt 
from the award provision, so we have an award clause for Standing By that does 
not provide any remuneration or coverage for all those that are regularly rostered 
on standby.  That is typically 125 hours in a week on standing by in preparedness to 
return to work, which is said requires no further payment beyond the award 
minimum hour rate that I may be paid for my 38 hours whilst actually at work.  

b) My Simple English Interpretation: Only those enterprises that have engaged an 
employee on Standing By prior to the introduction of this Standby Clause can claim 
to be exempt, hence the vast majority of employers are not exempt and even those 
exempt enterprises, each time they changes ownership it becomes a new enterprise 
with no custom prevailing and therefore, the exemption is extinguished. The award 
now has prevision in Clause 40.6 to pay those regularly engaged to be on standby. 
This conditional clause would have provided a logical and reasonable transition for 
the introduction of this Standing by payment.  

 
3. Award Integrity:  

a) The accepted interpretation: From Clause 40.5 Call back  
(a) Where an employee is required to regularly hold themselves in readiness for a call 

back they must be paid for a minimum of three hours work at the appropriate 
overtime rate, subject to clause 40.6 which deals with the conditions for standing by.  
Clause 40.5 (a) directs all those that are regularly on Standby to Clause 40.6 for 
details of conditions for being on standing by, but the employers of all those that are 
regularly on Standing By are exempt from the provisions in Clause 40.6 therefore 
there are no provisions within 40.6 for those regularly on standby.. The reference is 
wrong.  

b) My Simple English Interpretation: As now, most if not all enterprises, are no longer 
exempt from the provision in Clause 40.6 the reference in Clause 40.5 which refers 
those that are regularly rostered on standby to Clause 40.6 for conditions for 
standing by is now applicable. This reference is now valid. 
 

4. Does Clause 40.6 contain ambiguity or uncertainty?  
Clause 40.6 Standing by: 
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Subject to any custom prevailing at an enterprise, where an employee is required 
regularly to hold themselves in readiness to work after ordinary hours, the employee 
must be paid standing by time at the employee’s ordinary time rate for the time they 
are standing by.   
 

a) The accepted interpretation: With this “special legal meaning” attributed to “subject 
to any custom prevailing” clause 40.6 contradicts itself within a single sentence.  
 
The first eight words says that if you are regularly required to be on standby, your 
employer is exempt from this provision and you don’t get paid, however, after the 
first eight words, if you are REGULARLY required to be on Standby you MUST be paid 
etc....  
 
There is only one group of employees referred to here, those that are regularly 
required to be on Stand By. The same criterion is used to both include and exclude 
employees for payment under 40.6. 
 
In the interpretation of those first eight words in 40.6, 100% of those that are 
regularly required to be on standby are excluded from being paid for Standing By, 
however, within the same sentence beyond the first eight words, 100% of those 
employees that are regularly required to be on standby MUST be paid an hourly rate 
for being on Standby....either very poor legislation or the interpretation does not 
work.. 
 

b) My Simple English Interpretation: Whilst the above accepted interpretation only has 
one criterion to determine if payment is due or not and thereby creates confusion, 
this interpretation recognises two different criteria to determine if an employee is 
entitled to be paid for being on standby. The first group is all those employees that 
regularly are required to be on Standing By and they have the potential to be 
entitled to be paid. The first eight words provides a second criteria that creates a 
second group of employees, those that are employed by an employer that has an 
exemption based on having a custom prevailing. Now the two parts of the clause do 
not contradict each other. The first eight words creates a subset for all those 
employees that are employed by an employer that is exempt from the standing by 
provision, from the original group of all those employees that are regularly required 
to be on Standby.  
  

5. Does this interpretation of 40.6 provide a reasonable result? 
a) The accepted interpretation: Under the special legal understanding of “subject to 

any custom prevailing” if I am regularly rostered to be on standby, my employer is 
exempt from paying me any extra for being on standby. In the call back provision in 
Clause 40.5 if I’m NOT on standing by, I am entitled to be paid for a minimum of 4 
hours when called back to work. If I am on standby however, even though I’m not 
entitled to be paid for being on standing by, I am only entitled to be paid for just 3 
hours pay for a call back..? That seems unreasonable. 

b) My Simple English Interpretation: Those that are called back to work whilst on 
standby still are only entitled to be paid 3 hours minimum call back where as those 
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not on standby get a minimum of 4 hours pay for a call back, but now those on 
standing by are being paid for their time whilst on standing by, so the reduced 
minimum call back is not unreasonable.   

 
 
When we review the fruit that each interpretation yields; 
My Simple English Interpretation: It seems that this interpretation of the awards standing by 
provision most closely reflects the perspective of the author of this award as the award is 
complete and reasonable with no loose ends. 
 
The accepted interpretation: The pieces of the jigsaw puzzle just don’t seem to fit.  
Point 1 above, this interpretation encourages an employer not to pay the award rate for 
engaging an employee on standby, regardless of whether an entitlement to an exemption 
can be shown or not.  
 
Point 2, we have an award clause for Standing By that does not provide any remuneration or 
coverage for all those that are regularly rostered on standby.  
 
Point 3, a cross reference within Clause 40.5 in the award is wrong. 
 
Point 4, a contradiction exists within Clause 40.6. There is only one group of employees 
referred to in 40.6, those that are regularly required to be on Stand By. The same criterion is 
used to both include and exclude employees for payment. 
 
Point 5, an employee on standby is not entitled to be paid any extra for this service, but is 
only paid 3 hours minimum pay when called back to work, whereas an employee not on 
standby is entitled to 4 hours minimum pay when called back.     

  
Proposed amendment 2 
To be included as a second paragraph in Clause 40.6 
 
Any employer, recalling an employee to work after their ordinary hours have finished, must 
have a system of work in place to ensure any recalled employee has had the opportunity to 
be properly rested and free of fatigue. 
 

Section 160: Variation of modern award to remove ambiguity or uncertainty or 
correct error 

 
Whilst it may not be immediately apparent I believe inclusion of this new clause fits within a 
Section 160 variation as well. 
 
There are no new obligations within this proposed paragraph. The inclusion of this 
paragraph is just restating a duty of care employers have in other legislation that it seems, is 
being overlooked. The award is the primary reference document for conditions of 
employment. This statement within Clause 40.6 seeks only to improve the clarity and 
understanding of an employer’s obligations.  


